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Introduction
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Fred Mak | Managing Director | Solarlux, Netherlands

Administration buildings are often purely functional constructions, in 
which a focus on cost-effectiveness and usability frequently marginalis-

es any architectural qualities. When developing our administration building 
in Nijverdal, we decided we wanted more. Guided by the company ‘s phi-
losophy, “Glass in motion“, the new building was designed to make a big 
impression; an impression which would convey our identity to employees, 
customers and visitors. A sense of well-being at the workstation and quality 
of life go hand in hand, after all we spend most of the day at our desk. We 
wanted to accommodate this by placing an emphasis on high user sa isfac-
tion as well as a good working environment; namely with a pleasant room 
climate, a user-controlled manual fresh air inlet and optimal use of daylight.

We also wanted to develop a sustainable building. A building which, like 
a sailing boat, uses the force of nature, the wind. Of course this can‘t be 
achieved without the sailors: with their weight they prevent the boat from 
keeling over, they drive it in the right direction. They are the ones in charge! 
And the same is true in this building: our company building with the inno-
vative SL Co2mfort-Façade is the sailing boat, equipped with a small amount 
of necessary technology. It is driven using only the power of nature: solar 
and geothermal energy. The staff are the sailors who are able to actively influ-
ence the room climate and temperature using the façade. The building thus 
sets new sustainable development standards; in terms of ecology, economy, 
as well as from a human point of view. Rooms have been created, which 
put the focus back on the individual: an active user in a passive building.

For us, sustainability is not an abstract term, it is something which is 
lived and breathed by our employees on a daily basis. At Solarlux, 
the focus is on the individual as the active party in a passive building.
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Herbert & Stefan Holtgreife | Managing Directors | Solarlux, Germany

For almost 30 years now, we have been satisfying the desire for more 
light and space and, in doing so, creating a true “Joy of Life“! Our quali-

ty standards from construction through to installation have set new bench-
marks in the industry. Innovations are not just restricted to product im-
provements and new products but extend to all processes and structures at 
Solarlux. The individual and his or her needs are at the centre of everything we 
do. Our actions and philosophy are guided by a commitment to sustainabili-
ty and we demonstrate responsibility through the economic use of resources.

Sustainable, climate-neutral forms of building and living will be one of the biggest 
challenges for the coming decades. With our administration building in the Dutch 
town of Nijverdal we have set new standards in terms of a sustainable building. 
An innovative, architectural and technical concept, expert planning and realisa-
tion, as well as experienced trade skills, made it possible to achieve this pioneering 
building. Based on the idea of a “Sailing boat not a motor yacht“, measures were 
primarily pursued which would minimise energy requirements. This means in-
stead of complicated energy sources, the power of nature is used - both in the pro-
duction of the building and its operation. One of the most outstanding features is 
the SL Co2mfort-Façade, which was developed using our own products in coop-
eration with TU Delft and the façade planners, imagine envelope BV. A climate 
adapted building envelope was created which, in combination with an intelligent, 
user-controlled ventilation system, made conventional air conditioning systems 
superfluous. All of the mea- sures taken not only serve to demonstrate the technol-
ogy, but are also being used in a research project. The results and experiences will 
be incorporated into future product development for fascinating glass solutions 
which shape the architectural world: today, tomorrow and for a sustainable future.

With our products we create light-flooded living spaces and 
make a sustainable impression on architecture. the SL Com-
2fort-façade makes a valuable contribution to this. It captures 
the imagination with its flexibility and high user comfort and forms 
the basis for future-oriented, energy efficient building envelopes.
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Architectural Design
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An intelligent, integrated, climate management concept relies upon 
a building design developed jointly by architects and climate engi-
neers. Thanks to close interdisciplinary cooperation, we have created 
a building which requires the minimum of technical installations, while 
at the same time fulfilling architectural and specific user requirements.

Wolfgang Herich | Architect | Solarlux, Germany
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People enjoy the changing seasons and the changes in life-
style they inevitably herald. Spring, summer, autumn and 
winter – every season has its own special appeal. Our aim 
was therefore to construct a building in which the chang-
ing times of day and year could be sensed from within, 
through a glazed skin. A building that reflects the attitude 
of a modern, open-minded company. Key factors of this ar-
chitecture are clarity, lightness, and permeability. Transpar-
ency and openness, the impact of the building’s surround-
ings on itself, and a consistent focus on the needs of the 
users, were the main priorities during the design process. 

With these characteristics, the complex calls to mind the Open 
Air School erected by Jan Duiker in Amsterdam in 1930. When 
setting out to create a building that serves an all-encompassing 
sense of well-being and provides the desired degree of conve-
nience, the focus cannot be placed solely on functionality and 
design considerations; technical aspects must be taken into 
consideration as well. The building’s architecture and services 
were therefore not planned and implemented consecutively, 
but in an inter-disciplinary manner. In much the same way 
as the essential structure was kept very simple in style, the ap-
proach taken to designing the building services and façades was 
also minimalistic. This comprehensive approach produced 
integrated climate management concepts, in which the atmo-
sphere within the complex is regulated by the interplay of its 
structure, façade and a minimum of technical infrastructure.

Dutch industrial and commercial estate developments are subject to 
the same stringent design regulations as residential projects.
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For this integrated concept, the façade was given an entirely new function: fold-
ing glass doors may define the interior, but they are not the final word. They 
may be folded or slid to the side individually; the façade is used to allow the 
natural movement of air to modulate the temperature within the building. The 
visual space ends with the next building or possibly even on the horizon. The 
simplicity and clarity of the building’s structure is a reaction to urban planning 
regulations and presents itself as a modern, open complex, designed to pro-
mote communication. At the heart of the building is a centrally positioned, 
light-filled, spacious lobby and showroom. It provides a spatial and visual link 
with all areas and functions, rather like an urban plaza. All rooms belonging 
to the different functional zones dock onto this hall, which is transformed into 
a unique spatial experience by the suspended meeting room with its gallery, 
the open staircase, and the sightlines into the office levels. The close proximi-
ty of the two office floors, the training room and the meeting room makes for 
ease of orientation, and turns the space into an attractive communication point.

The design is intended to supply high performance functional architec-
ture, while simultaneously remaining dedicated to the lyricism of balance. 
A balance between inside and outside, open and closed, filigree and sol-
id, light and dark, work and relaxation. The transparent, light, and commu-
nicative atmosphere is intended to continue into the individual workplac-
es, with the organisational principle of a combined office mediating between 
quiet concentrated work and an open informal multifunctional zone. The 
open character strengthens internal communications between employees.

Architect Jan Duiker
Open Air School Amsterdam, 1930
 (Picture: Royal BAM Group NV)
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Exterior Views
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Drawings
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Ground floor

1 Porch
2 Showroom
3 Bistro
4 Warehouse
5 Building services
6 Side rooms
7 Terrace
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Second floor

1 Airspace showroom
2 Meeting room I
3 Meeting room II
4 Office
5 Side rooms
6 Balcony / SL Co2mfort-Façade

First floor

1 Airspace showroom
2 Conference room
3 Meeting room I
4 Meeting room II
5 Office
6 Side rooms
7 Balcony / SL Co2mfort-Façade
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North West Elavation
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South West Elavation
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North East Elavation
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South East Elavation
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Longitudinal Section
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Cross Section
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Façade ConceptFaçade Concept
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Marcel Bilow & Dr. Thiemo Ebbert | Façade consulting | imagine envelope | TU Delft

A so-called “passive house” can often only be operated with 
lots of technical equipment, and thus forces the user to be pas-
sive. But being active is part of human nature. So let‘s de-
sign the “houses” to be really passive and trust in active users!

The façade of a building can be seen like the skin of the hu- 
man body. The building‘s shell is the element which de-
lineates its space, and is therefore required to provide an 
effective barrier against all external influences such as tem-
perature, wind, rain and sound. The façade is the visible, 
representative part of the building, it must let in light and 
air and is the point of contact between inside and outside.
In the 1990s highly complex façade concepts such as the dou- 
ble-skin façade were developed, with the aim of matching 
these requirements. If a building is to function effectively, its 
double-skin façade needs to be considered in tandem with 
the technical building installations. In winter, insulation and 
glazing with excellent U-values save a considerable amount 
of energy. If the façade space is designed to function as a so-
lar collector, solar gains can be used to heat the building.

Office buildings present a unique challenge, however, owing 
to the way they are used and the commonly high proportion 
of glazing installed. A high level of thermal insulation brings 
with it the risk of overheating, which results in energy costs 
for cooling that often exceed those for heating. A plethora of 
technical components, ventilation flaps, servomotors and fans 
are required to ensure optimum air flow control in the façade 
space. In practice, it has been revealed that such technical 
complexity can have a seriously negative impact on a build-
ing’s energy balance, and that controlled mechanical ventila-
tion is the only safe option for operating conventional dou-
ble façades. Employee satisfaction says a lot about the quality 
of a building. One major factor is the indoor climate and the 
degree to which individuals feel able to influence the room 
temperature. With conventional double-skin façades, users 
have very little influence. Additional factors that come into 
play are the air quality and humidity levels as felt by the em-
ployees, which tend to correlate with each other. Consequent-
ly, the façade of the future must concentrate on two aspects: 
the prevention of overheating and consistent user orientation.
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In order to develop the double skin façade of the future, let‘s go back to their roots: 
already at the end of the nineteenth century double windows, also known as winter 
windows, were common. These were mounted on the outside of windows for the du-
ration of the colder months in order to improve thermal insulation. In summer, the 
outer frames were taken down again to reveal the single windows. For the Solarlux 
administrative building, the idea of the double window has been extrapolated to cre-
ate a double-skin façade. The principle has been developed further using the compa-
ny’s own products to produce a future-proof result. The inner space is closed by the 
thermally insulated WD65 folding glass door with a wooden frame. The transparent 
SL 25 XXL slide-and-turn-system forms an uninsulated glass layer on the outer side. 

Thanks to the double façade, an accessible façade corridor is created that encircles 
the building: both façade layers can be completely opened, thus allowing manual reg-
ulation of room temperature according to weather conditions. A completely closed 
double-skin façade offers maximum thermal insulation. The outer skin functions as 
a solar air collector, with such high temperatures being generated in the façade space 
that users can open the inner façade to allow a fresh supply of pre-warmed air to 
flow into the building. When the weather is hot, the outer skin is opened completely 
to prevent overheating in the façade corridor. If both façade layers are opened, they 
create a balcony-like working atmosphere. Thanks to this innovative façade con-
cept, it has been possible to considerably reduce the amount of energy required both 
for heating and cooling the premises. The ability to actively influence the indoor 
comfort enhances employee well-being and has a positive impact on productivity.

The double folding façade motivates the user to in-
teract with the building. Ventilation rate and room 
temperature can be adjusted to individual comfort.
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The double façade creates an accessible 
corridor surrounding the building. Solar 
heat gains can be used for room heating. Façade Section
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10° C  I  50° F

21° C  I  70° F

0° C  I  32° F

21° C  I  70° F

21° C  I  70° F

10° C  I  50° F

21° C  I  70° F

20° C  I  68° F

20° C  I  68° F

24° C  I  75° F

30° C  I  86° F

30° C  I  86° F

Outside temperature     0° C  I  32⁰ F
I Outer and inner façade closed 
I Intermittent ventilation
I Optimal heat insulation
I Use of solar energy gains

Outside temperature     10° C  I  50⁰ F
I Outer façade closed 
I Inner façade opened
I Use of solar energy gains
I Working in a wintergarden

Outside temperature     20° C  I  68⁰ F
I Outer façade opened 
I Inner façade opened
I Working on a balcony
I Enjoy nature

Outside temperature     30° C  I  86⁰ F
I Outer façade opened 
I Inner façade closed
I Intermittent ventilation 
I Overheating prevented
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Even in summer with high temperatures up to 35°C (95°F), the in-
door climate was pleasant without  air  conditioning. Regulating 
the indoor climate myself and only the façade, is a great idea.

Buket Kurt | Accounting Assistant | Solarlux, Netherlands
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Simon Koorn | Financial Manager | Solarlux, Netherlands

Open, communicative, full of light.  The pleasant indoor environ-
ment has a noticeable positive effect on mood and ambience. 
This is a place where employees and customers feel  comfortable.
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Energy Concept
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The heating and cooling concept is based 
on a low temperature system using renew-
able sources. Water pipes in floors and ceil-
ings activate the thermal mass of the building.

The heating and cooling concept is based on a low 
temperature system with supply temperatures of 
a maximum of 30°C (86°F) in winter and a min-
imum of 15°C (59°F) in the summer. Warm wa-
ter is piped through all ceilings in the building 
and the underfloor heating in the showroom. All 
surfaces of the building therefore emit a pleasant 
level of radiant heat. In areas with a greater need 
for heating or cooling, pipes were installed clos-
er together to ensure higher performance. The 
required energy is drawn solely from renewable 
sources. A geothermal plant with 24 geothermal 
probes installed at a depth of 85 m (3346.5 inches) 
supplies approx. 15°C (59°F) warm water all year 
round. In winter, a heat pump brings the water up 
to the required temperature. In addition, the waste 
heat from the server room is fed into the heat-
ing system. In summer, cold water from the geo-
thermal probes is used directly to cool all massive 
structural elements down to room temperature.

All technical building services have been de-
signed to ensure ongoing sustainability, for a long-
term positive impact on the CO2 balance of the 
complex. Thus, a great deal of the electricity re-
quired to operate the geothermal plant and the 
heat pumps is generated by photovoltaic modules 
on the atria roofs. Any additional electricity re-
quired comes from 100 percent renewable sources.

Heating and Cooling Concept
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The appeal of the Solarlux administrative building lies in the versatility of its SL Co2m-
fort-Façade. Air movement takes place according to individual preference by direct win-
dow ventilation. The natural air flow within the building is promoted by structural fea-
tures. Monopitch roofs have been built over two interior atria; they serve not only to bring 
light into the central zone, but are also an integral part of the ventilation concept. The roofs 
are aligned with the prevailing wind direction and fitted with vertical ventilation windows. 

Just like the wing of an aeroplane, the cantilever of the monopitch roofs creates a wing ef-
fect. Wind passing across the roof surface creates a lower pressure, which draws 
air out of the atria, while fresh air flows in from the façade through open windows.
In the showroom, this principle ensures an effective flow of fresh air to prevent overheat-
ing. In the offices, this ventilation concept makes optimum use of solar gains in the dou-
ble-skin façade to provide heating. Moreover, the encircling corridor façade also offers yet an-
other benefit associated with natural ventilation. When individual panels of the outer façade 
skin are opened, the façade corridor serves to equalise the air pressure. Consequently, the in-
ner folding glass doors can be opened on all sides of the building without creating draughts

Ventilation Concept

The extraction of used air trough roof windows is con-
trolled by weather data and CO2 sensors in the room. Fresh 
air is cared for by the users opening their sliding façade.

The pitched atria roofs are aligned with the main wind 
direction. Passing wind extracts air from the windows.
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In the moderate central european climate, mechanical sys-
tems in buildings are used to resolve mistakes which had 
been made in design. Solarlux shows - in a very windy en-
vironment how adaptable façades can be used in or-
der to get rid of mechanical ventilation in office buildings.

Numerous studies on the satisfaction of users in office buildings have con-
cluded that, in addition to the obvious parameters such as room temperature, 
humidity and air flow, the ability of the individual in particular to influence 
the local conditions plays a central role in ensuring well-being. If one takes 
productivity as an indicator, it has been shown that the ability to influence 
the air and daylight quality are the most important parameters. At the same 
time, it is now known that natural systems (natural ventilation, daylight) are 
better accepted by users than technical components. In an office with manu-
al ventilation, the user‘s perceived comfort zone is much greater: In summer 
higher temperatures and greater humidity are accepted. This results in a re-
duced need to cool down the building and, in turn, energy savings are made.

For some time now, efforts have been focused on using several layers within 
the façade in order to achieve the ideal solution. The double façade certain-
ly solves some problems, however it also creates others. Over the years, two 
criticisms in particular have been raised. The risk of buildings overheating 
in summer and the complexity of such systems which are far from intuitive 
and, as such, mean that user errors are inevitable. At the expense of ener-
gy consumption, traditional double façades are designed to separate the in-
side room climate from the outside climate as far as possible. The SL Co2m-
fort-Façade offers an elegant solution to these problems and, at the same time, 
functions in both an obvious and intuitive manner. The double façade of the 
Solarlux administration building modulates the wind pressure onto the in-
ner façade at a degree which enables the building to be ventilated naturally 
in spite of its depth and the climatic conditions characterised by high wind 
speeds. The numerous opening options ensure optimal climatic conditions all 
year round and also prevent the corridor between the façades from overheat-
ing. Overall, this can be seen as an aesthetic and sophisticated step forward 
in the development of intelligent façade technology. Moreover, the degree 
of architectural integration is exemplary. The ability of the building to adapt 
to various climatic conditions goes well beyond what is usual and known.

Thomas Auer | Managing Director | Transsolar Energietechnik GmbH
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It is important for the success of this building that the system is easy and intu-
itive to use, and that there is essentially no difference to what users know from 
their homes. If, for example, you consider a wintergarden which is connect-
ed to the living room with a folding partition, then here too solar energy can 
be used to heat the home. In order to optimise the performance of the build-
ing services, which is necessary to support the natural ventilation concept, 
both a user survey and long-term monitoring should be conducted during 
the first year of operation. The monitoring comprises, amongst other things:

| Energy consumption of building services, heat pumps, gas boilers etc.
| System temperatures of geothermal heating and cooling
| System temperatures of gas boiler
| Pump run time and the power requirements
| Internal air temperature and CO2 content of the office space
| External weather data
| Building‘s total power requirements

Using these results, conclusions regarding the building‘s technical equipment can 
be drawn and the building services can be further optimised. This includes, for ex-
ample, the efficiency assessment of the system components as well as the necessary 
optimisation of the heat pump runtimes and adaptation of system temperatures 
and operating times. Air quality and thermal comfort can be assessed using the 
recorded interior temperatures and the CO2 content of the ambient air. The un-
derfloor heating and the activated concrete ceiling, which are used as heating and 
cooling surfaces, enable low heating temperatures in winter and high cooling tem-
peratures in summer. Together with the geothermal system (geothermal probes) 
with heating pump, these heating and cooling temperatures can be generated using 
just a minimal amount of primary energy. Moreover, the energy required to cool 
the building can essentially be provided using a pump, i.e. without additional oper-
ation of the heat pump. Experience over the last few years has shown that potential 
savings can still be achieved as regards the operation of pumps in particular. Mea-
surements to date confirm that the amount of primary energy consumed is very 
low. The extremely positive feedback from users, which will be included in the eval-
uation, underscore the effectiveness of the building and its SL Co2mfort-Façade.

All technical installations are constantly mon-
itored in order to improve the building`s ener-
gy performance even during the period of operation.

The underfloor heating and activated concrete ceilings en-
able very low heating temperatures in winter and high cool-
ing temperatures in summer. The geothermal heat pump 
generates these temperatures with very little primary energy.
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Construction Phase
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Not just an eye for detail but also being able to carry it out as 
the architect had in mind, is the greatest challenge in const- 
ruction progress. Here, art and technology come together.

Marc Heijne | Project Manager | Solarlux, Netherlands
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Interior Views
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Epilogue
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Particularly in glass structures, it has been considered difficult to rec-
ognize and constantly use the potentials for low energy consump-
tion. Through integrated planning by architects, engineers and the 
industry, new holistic solutions for the intelligent use of existing, re-
source-friendly energy sources were achieved for the Solarlux admin-
istration building. With its key feature, the SL Co2mfort-Façade, this 
building succeeds in fulfilling the complex interactions between hu-
man work needs on the one hand, and those of the environment on the 
other. The flexibility of the façade is perfectly adaptable to temporary 
and local climatic conditions; the user himself can influence the in-
door climate, creating a better quality work environment. The applica-
tion areas of this type of innovative double façade can be transferred to 
many more types of buildings, from residential homes to multi-storey 
housing. Always focusing on one goal: passive gains for active users.

The design is based on the seasonal differentiation between a compact, en-
ergy-saving “winter house“ and an expansive, open “summer house“. The 
core of the winter house, which offers space buffers by overhanging floor/
ceilings that extend the living areas in warmer seasons, and transform the 
building into a spacious, well ventilated and light-filled “terraced“ house.

Smart Material Houses, 
Hamburg Behnisch 
Architects, Stuttgart

The apartments impress with an intelligent façade solution: a ther-
mally insulated folding glass door separates living space and bal-
cony; transparent glazing forms the outer skin. The “double-skin” 
façade fulfils the high energy requirements, while responding to ex-
ternal environmental conditions and the needs of its residents.

Mixed use building 
EUROPA, Amsterdam 
Architekten de Cie | 
Amsterdam
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Client:       SOLARLUX Nederland BV
        Marie Curiestraat 2 | 7442 DP Nijverdal

Architectural designer:   Wolfgang Herich

Architect:      Van der Linde Architecten 

Façade and climate concept: imagine envelope BV | TU Delft 

Energy Consulting & Analysis: Transsolar Energietechnik GmbH 

Completion:     June 2010

Floor space:     1.825 m2 | 19.64 ft2

Enclosed space:    8.175 m3 | 288.69 ft3

SL Co2mfort-Façade:   Slide and turn system SL25 XXL 
        Wood-framed folding glass door WD65

In corporation with:
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